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ABSTRACT Memetic algorithms (MAs) are a powerful resource when dealing with optimization
problems, combining the diversification of the population-based approaches with the intensification of
local search. However, their success depends on the combination of operators and their ability to cope
with the intrinsic difficulties of a problem. Choosing the most suitable combination of operators that better
suits a given problem (or a set of instances of a problem) has proved to be a defiant and time-consuming
task. An approach to this task is the adaptive operator selection (AOS), based on the idea of choosing
operators during execution time based on some reward system related to their performance. In this paper,
we continue our previous work on studying the effectiveness of several operators of an MA to solve the
cyclic bandwidth sum problem (CBSP), now extending the operator set and incorporating the dynamic
multi-armed bandit (DMAB) framework to adaptively adjust the MA’s operators. The resulting technique,
named DMAB+MA, is compared to the independent MA versions in a full factorial experiment and with
respect to two reference algorithms of the literature. It was found that the quality of the solutions achieved
by DMAB+MA significantly improved the best-known results provided by the state-of-the-art algorithms
while keeping the competitive execution times with respect to the independent MA versions. Moreover,
DMAB+MA was able to provide optimal/best-known solutions for the 40 tested graphs (with different
topologies) and to establish new better upper bounds for 12 of them.
INDEX TERMS Cyclic bandwidth sum problem, dynamic multi-armed bandit, adaptive operator selection,
memetic algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work we deal with an N P-hard combinatorial optimization problem known as the Cyclic Bandwidth Sum
Problem (CBSP), which is formally defined as follows. Let
G = (V , E) be a finite undirected graph (the guest) of order n
and Cn a cycle graph (the host) with vertex set |VH | = n and
edge set EH . Given an injection ϕ : V → VH , representing
an embedding of G into Cn , the cyclic bandwidth sum (the
cost) for G with respect to ϕ is defined as:
X
Cbs(G, ϕ) =
|ϕ(u) − ϕ(v)|n ,
(1)
(u,v)∈E

where |x|n = min{ |x|, n − |x| } (with 1 ≤ |x| ≤
n − 1) is called the cyclic distance, and the label associated to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Gang Li.
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vertex u is denoted ϕ(u). The CBSP consists in finding the
optimal embedding ϕ ∗ , such that Cbs(G, ϕ ∗ ) is minimum,
i.e., ϕ ∗ = arg min ϕ∈8 {Cbs(G, ϕ)} with 8 denoting the set
of all possible embeddings.
Some relevant practical applications of the CBSP include
VLSI designs [1], [2], code designs [3], simulation of network
topologies for parallel computer systems [4], scheduling in
broadcasting based networks [5], and compressed sensing in
sensor networks [6].
The CBSP was first described by Yuan [7]. It belongs
to the Graph Embedding Problems (GEP), which goal is to
find the optimal way of embedding a guest graph into a host
graph [8]. One of the most studied GEP is the Bandwidth
Problem (BP) [9], which consist in embedding a graph into a
path, while minimizing the maximal distance between pairs
of adjacent guest’s vertices. Several other GEP can be derived
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from the BP. For example, if we are looking towards minimizing the sum of distances instead of the maximum distance,
we have the Bandwidth Sum Problem (BSP) [10]. If the
host graph is a cycle instead of a path, we have the Cyclic
Bandwidth Problem (CBP) [11]. And if the host is a cycle and
also the sum of distances is to be minimized, then we have the
CBSP [12]. Several other GEP, as well as the relationships
among them, have been compiled by Diaz et al. [13] and
Lam et al. [14]. While the theoretical bounds of the value of
the optimum for a given GEP can be used to derive upper and
lower bounds of other GEP, in the practice, algorithms able
to efficiently solve one GEP are not implicitly successful to
solve other of them. This is the case for the CBSP in relation
with the BSP and the CBP, therefore it is necessary to study its
difficulties and particularities independently from other GEP.
In a previous work [15] 24 Memetic Algorithms (MA)
versions for the CBSP, produced by the combination of a
small set of genetic operators, were extensively evaluated.
The experimental results showed that all of them were able
to produce significant better results than the state-of-the-art
reference methods. However, there were hints of premature
convergence and large performance variations depending on
the graph topologies tested. Motivated by these preliminary
findings in this paper we studied the design of MA and their
combination with an Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS)
approach for solving the CBSP in the general case.1
Our approach consists in implementing the Dynamic
Multi-Armed Bandit (DMAB) paradigm to automatically
alternate among 96 MA independent versions (each characterized by a different set of genetic operators). We chose
the DMAB paradigm because it offered documented good
performance, and it was easy to incorporate into our main MA
framework due to its relative simplicity and few parameters
to be tuned. The results of this strategy, called DMAB+MA,
were compared to those of the MA independent best performing configurations and with the state-of-the-art methods over
a set of 40 instances with diverse graph topologies.
The remaining sections of this work are organized as follows. Section II presents a brief compilation of the most
relevant works related to the CBSP and an overview of the
DMAB paradigm. In Section III we present the main aspects
of our approach to the design of DMAB+MA. Experimental
setup and performances analysis are presented in Section IV.
The DMAB+MA behavior is further discussed in Section V.
Finally our conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. CYCLIC BANDWIDTH SUM PROBLEM

The existence of a deterministic polynomial time algorithm
able to produce the optimum in the general case of a known
N P-Hard problem such as the CBSP [7] is unlikely. In fact,
to the best of our knowledge, no exact algorithm for solving
it has ever been reported. Most of the early research about
the CBSP focused in the calculation of the optimal cost
1 For any graph topology.
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value depending on the topology of graph G. In this matter,
Jianxiu [12] and later Chen and Yan [16] have calculated
the exact cost value of the optimal solution for paths, cycles,
wheels, k-th power of cycles, and complete bipartite graphs.
Jianxiu [12] also established the upper bounds for the graph
resulting of the Cartesian product of two graphs, being those
graphs paths, cycles, or complete graphs.
Only recently the CBSP has received more attention in
the optimization and operation research communities where
the following approaches have been proposed: a local search
based approach [17], a constructive greedy heuristic [18],
hybrid metaheuristic algorithms [15], and a reformulation of
the evaluation function [19].
The first metaheuristic approach based in local search was
a General Variable Neighborhood Search (GVNS) [17]. This
algorithm starts from a lexicographical embedding which is
improved using a Reduced Variable Neighborhood Search
(RVNS). Then, two neighborhood operators and six perturbation operators are applied in the GVNS phase. Computational
experiments, carried out on a set of graphs of order n ≤ 200,
showed that GVNS achieves optimal results for path, wheel,
star, and cycle topologies. For graphs with n ≤ 64 vertices,
resulting of the Cartesian product of paths, cycles, and complete graphs, GVNS was able to produce solutions with cost
under the theoretical upper bounds.
Later, Hamon et al. [18] designed MACH, a constructive
heuristic. MACH operates by decomposing the graph into a
list of disjoint paths by means of a depth-first search inspired
mechanism. This mechanism traverses the graph using the
Jaccard similarity index [20] as criterion to choose the next
vertex to add to the path. An embedding is constructed incrementally by the aggregation of paths to a partial solution
following a greedy strategy. For most of the tested instances,
MACH consistently improved the solution quality achieved
by GVNS, as well as its running time.
In our previous work we tested the combinations of a
smaller set of genetic operators, resulting in 24 MA versions [15]. While all of them were able to produce significant
better results than MACH and GVNS, the best MA version
showed hints of premature convergence related to the survival
selection scheme. Therefore, we considered the possibility of
further improving its results by varying this genetic operator.
Moreover, in all the algorithms mentioned above the evaluation function was a direct implementation of (1). However,
as pointed out by Rodriguez-Tello et al. [19], this function is
susceptible to produce a fitness landscape with large plateaus
because of the limited number of equivalence classes that it
is able to induce. In an attempt to devise a consistent evaluation scheme having increased discriminative capabilities
with respect to the conventional evaluation function, three
alternative evaluation functions were introduced and tested.
All three alternative functions presented a higher discriminative capability, but only one of them ensured full compatibility with respect to (1). This function also demonstrated
a significant improvement in the solution quality produced
when tested in conjunction with basic local search algorithms.
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Therefore, it is of our interest to investigate the effects of
this alternative evaluation scheme in our MA versions and to
evaluate if it can help to achieve better final results.
B. DYNAMIC MULTI-ARMED BANDIT

The Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem originated in the
Game Theory area [21], [22]. In this paradigm the bandit is
a machine with k arms. When an arm Ai is played at time
t it receives a reward equal to 1 with probability pi . The
MAB problem consists in finding how to select an arm that
maximizes the cumulative reward.
Since in practice the distribution of reward probabilities
is unknown, the approaches to the MAB problem calculate
estimations instead. A widespread approach for estimating
reward chances in the MAB problem is the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) and its multiple variants [22]. The main
idea is to assign to each arm an estimation of its rewards
probabilities, i.e., a confidence, so that the arm with the best
estimation (higher confidence) is played every time. Under
the UCB1 variant the confidence for arm i at time t + 1 is
estimated as:
s
P
2 log kj=1 nj,t
,
(2)
p̂i,t+1 = p̂i,t + C
ni,t
where ni,t is the number of times that arm i has been played
at time t, pi,t is the current reward, and C is a scaling factor to
control the trade-off between exploitation of the current best
arm and the exploration of other arms. Although C parameter
is not present in the original definition of UCB1 [22], its use is
extended [23] and it is critical for the exploitation-exploration
balance [24].
MAB implementations using UCB1 have been successfully employed as an approach to the Adaptive Operator
Selection (AOS) problem [25], [26] and as a way to select
low level heuristics within an hyperheuristic framework [27].
Differently from the original 0-1 reward system, an arm
representing an operator (or combination of operators [27])
is rewarded in function of the magnitude of the improvement
it brought to a solution (or population of solutions) after
having been played. Numerous alternatives to compute the
value of such reward have been devised [28]–[30]. Our proposal implements a credit assignment mechanism known as
extreme value-based reward [31], which is discussed further
in Section III.
The Dynamic Multi-Armed Bandit (DMAB) [32] was later
proposed as a method to cope with scenarios where the optimal operator to apply varies among time. While the original
MAB could take considerable time to detect those variations, DMAB incorporates the Page-Hinkley (PH) test [33]
to quickly detect an abrupt change in the reward of the
current best arm, therefore recognizing whenever the optimal
operator has just changed and then restarting the reward and
confidence records. Such an approach has been known to
produce good results in the fields of hyperheuristics [34] and
evolutionary algorithms [23].
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III. DYNAMIC MULTI-ARMED BANDIT AND MEMETIC
ALGORITHMS FOR THE CBSP

In this section we describe the algorithmic operators involved
in our MA versions, as well as their integration within the
DMAB paradigm.
Algorithm 1 Memetic Algorithm
1: input A set of operators {s, c, m, f , ss}
2: output A solution g
3: P ← initializePopulation(P)
4: O ← ∅
5: g ← Pbest
6: repeat
7:
for j ← 1 to µ do
8:
Pa , Pb ← selection(s, P)
9:
o ← crossover(c, Pa , Pb , probc )
10:
o0 ← mutation(m, o, probm )
11:
o00 ← inversion(o0 , probi )
12:
O ← O ∪ o00
13:
g ← fittest individual among g, o, o0 , and o00
under function f
14:
end for
15:
P ← survival(ss, P, O)
16:
O←∅
17:
Pbest ← localsearch(Pbest , tries)
18:
g ← fitter individual among current g and Pbest
19: until stop criterion is met
20: return g

A. GENERAL MEMETIC ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK

The main body of our MA versions is presented in
Algorithm 1. It takes as input the set of operators {s, c, m,
f , ss} for selection, crossover, mutation, evaluation function,
and survival strategy, respectively.
In our previous work (see [15]) we implemented four
selection schemes (roulette, stochastic, random, and binary
tournament), two crossover mechanisms (cyclic and orderbased), as well as three mutation operators (cyclic insertion,
reduced 3-swap, and cumulative swap). Survival of individuals was determined by the (µ + λ) strategy, allowing only
the fittest among parents and offspring to survive. For more
details about those operators we refer the reader to [15].
Additionally to those operators, in this work we incorporated
the (µ, λ) survival strategy that directly replaces the parent
population by the offspring.
It is also of our interest to investigate the suitability of the
best performing of the three alternative evaluation functions
introduced by Rodriguez-Tello et al. [19]. This function,
shown in (3), adds a floating point part to the calculation
of Cbs, which allows us to distinguish among solutions of
similar cost under the conventional evaluation scheme. The
floating point part of the expression is a weighted sum of the
frequency of occurrences dk of every cyclic distance of cost k.
Decreasing value cyclic distances have increasing weights
VOLUME 7, 2019
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assigned to them. The strategy penalizes the occurrences of
small value cyclic distances, considering that large cyclic
distances are easier to break. For more details related to the
alternative evaluation functions see [19].
f1 (G, ϕ) = Cbs(G, ϕ) +

bn/2c
X
k=1

1
n2k



· dk .

(3)

In our MA versions the potential solutions were represented by means of the permutation encoding, since it is
straightforward for this type of problem. The initial population of individuals is confirmed by µ randomly generated
individuals (line 3 in Algorithm 1). After having created an
initial population, the following operations take place through
the generations. Firstly, the selection mechanism chooses a
couple of individuals from population P for recombination
(line 8). Each couple produces only one offspring o, either
via crossover conditioned to probability probc , or as a copy
of the fitter parent otherwise (line 9). Then, the chromosome
of o is altered by a two phase mutation with independent
probabilities, probm and probi , respectively (lines 10 and 11).
The first phase uses one of the three mutation operators previously mentioned (resulting in o0 ); the second phase acts as
an additional perturbation employing a fixed cyclic inversion
operator (resulting in o00 ).
The individual o00 is added to population O (line 12). Then,
the best solution found so far (g) is updated by obtaining
the fittest individual among o, o0 , o00 , and g. The purpose
of this is to avoid losing any possible improvement, since
the temporary chromosomes o and o0 are not actually stored
in O. The best-found solution g is stored independently of the
populations P and O. The survival phase (line 15) determines
the group of individuals that will remain in the population for
the next generation. In contrast with the common approach,
we do not apply local search to all offspring individuals.
Instead, local search operates for a maximum number of
iterations only with the fitter individual in the surviving population, as the last step in the generation (line 17). The stop
criterion for experiments with independent MA versions was
a fixed number T of maximum fitness function evaluations.
B. DYNAMIC MULTI-ARMED BANDITS

In the DMAB main framework, every MA version is defined
by a combination of the operators mentioned in the previous
section, and it represents a different algorithm, therefore a
different arm of the bandit. An arm is a set of operators Ai =
{si , ci , mi , fi , ssi } denoting selection si , crossover ci , mutation
mi , fitness function fi , and survival strategy ssi . Playing an
arm one time means to execute its correspondent MA version
for exactly one generation as stop criterion.
At the begging of the execution all k arms are played
over the initial population of individuals. Arms get a raw
reward assigned by the reward mechanism. After this initial
procedure, at each iteration an arm is selected based on
the estimated confidence. The selected arm is then played
its reward gets updated. The PH-test is applied to detected
VOLUME 7, 2019

Algorithm 2 DMAB Algorithm
1: P ← initializePopulation(P)
2: Set confidence and number of times arms have been
played to zero
3: for i ← 1 to K do
4:
P0 ← playArm(Ai , P)
5:
Assign initial reward to Ai
6: end for
7: repeat
8:
Compute confidence for all arms
9:
As ← selectArm()
10:
P ← playArm(As , P)
11:
Update As reward and increase the number of
times it has been played
12:
if PH-test is triggered then
13:
Set confidence and number of times arms have been
played to zero
14:
for i ← 1 to K do
15:
P0 ← playArm(Ai , P)
16:
Assign initial reward to Ai
17:
end for
18:
end if
19:
g ← fitter individual among current g and Pbest
20: until stop criterion is met
21: return g

statistical abrupt changes in the average reward of the current
best arm. The triggering of the test is taken as an indicative
that the current arm is no longer the best, causing a restart of
the arms. This continues until some stop criterion is met. For
experiments with DMAB+MA, the stop criterion was a fixed
maximum execution time s.
1) RAW REWARD AND CREDIT ASSIGNMENT MECHANISM

Whenever an arm is played its raw reward rri is calculated
based on some measure of the improvement in the population’s fitness. The method to quantify such improvement
may vary among implementations. In our case, it is calculated
as the normalized difference between the fitness of the best
individual in the population before (fold ) and after (fnew )
playing arm Ai .
rri =

fold − fnew
× 100
fold

(4)

The mechanism for credit assignment implemented is the
extreme value-based reward [31]. It consists of maintaining
a register of the raw rewards an arm has got and assigning
an arm credit equal to the maximum of them. The core idea
behind this is to base credit not only in how good an arm has
performed the last time it was applied, but also historically.
The reward register works in a FIFO fashion and its maximum
size is the parameter W . However, the assumption that W > 1
would result in a better performance was proven wrong by our
40261
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parameter tuning experiments (see Section IV-C).
W

ri = max{rrj }
j=1

(5)

2) ARM SELECTION

The arm selection is controlled by the UCB1 mechanism. The
selected arm is the one that maximizes the confidence. The
confidence of arm Ai is calculated as:
s
P
2 log kj=1 playsj
confidencei = empRewi + C
,
(6)
playsi
where empRewi is the empirical reward of arm Ai , equal to
the average credit it has received, playsi is the number of
times arm Ai has been played, and C is an scaling factor
that controls the weight of the right part of the expression.
As opposed to the left part of the expression (empRewi )
favoring the arm with the greatest empirical reward getting
the most confidence, the right part favors the use of arms that
have been played the fewest times. The role of parameter C is
to balance between exploitation of the best performing arms
and the exploration of underused arms.
3) PAGE-HINKLEY TEST

The Page-Hinkely test is a mechanism to detect an abrupt
change in the underlying success probability distribution of
arms, which estimation is provided by the UCB1 method
discussed previously. Such a change reflects in the way that
after playing the most trusted arm its reward is significantly
different from its historical values. There are two key parameters involved in the PH-test: δ, which provides tolerance for
slowly varying scenarios, and λ, which is a trade-off between
false alarms and unnoticed changes (false positives and false
negatives) [32].
Let Ai be the arm played at time t, the average standard deviation of the reward values for Ai up to time t
is avgDevi,t = avgDevi,t−1 + (empRewi − rri + δ). The
maximum value of avgDevi,t is updated as maxDevi,t =
max(avgDevi,t , maxDevi,t−1 ). The PH-test is triggered if
maxDevi,t −avgDevi,t > λ. Whenever the PH-test is triggered
the arms are restarted, meaning that their rewards, confidence,
and number of times played records are back to zero, as well
as the values avgDevi,t and maxDevi,t .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present the conditions under which our
experiments took place. We describe the set of instances,
algorithm input parameters, and metrics involved, and provide visual and statistical performance comparisons. Firstly
we compare the best MA version with respect to our previous
work. Then, the performance of this version is compared with
the DMAB+MA and the other state-of-the-art methods.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A first step towards determining the effectiveness of our MA
implementations for solving the CBSP is to identify the best
40262

performing version. For this purpose, all the possible combinations of genetic operators were tested under a common
instance benchmark, parameters and initial populations. This
includes the algorithms reported in our previous work [15].
The algorithms were coded in C language and compiled in
gcc 4.4.7 with the O3 flag. All experiments were ran sequentially on the same platform, an Intel Xeon CPU X5550 at
2.67 GHz and 16 GB in RAM.
TABLE 1. Operators keys.

Table 1 summarizes the operator keys that allow
us to identify a specific MA version by the combination of operators that it implements. For example,
identifier S4_C2_M1_SS2_V1 stands for a MA version
that implements binary tournament selection (S4), cyclic
crossover (C1), cyclic insertion mutation (M1), (µ + λ)
survival strategy (SS2), and the conventional evaluation
function (V1).
The instances set includes 40 representative, topologically
diverse graphs that have been often used in the GEP or CBSP
literature [17]–[19]. The set includes 6 Cartesian products
of graphs, 24 sparse matrices from the Harwell-Boeing collection, 2 paths, 2 cycles, 2 wheels, and 4 k-th powers
of cycle (k ∈ {2, 10}). The instances size varies from
24 to 715 vertices and from 59 to 3,720 edges.
TABLE 2. Parameter settings for the MA algorithms.

For all the MA versions being tested we provided a fixed
set of parameter values (Table 2), which were derived from
the literature and from our automatized tuning experiments
using the irace utility [35].
B. IDENTIFYING THE BEST MA

The best MA was identified by comparing all 96 versions
in terms of the solution quality they achieved with respect
to the best-know solutions. For each instance being solved
by a particular algorithm, we computed the relative root
mean square error (RMSE) for 31 independent executions.
The tested algorithms included our MA versions, as well as
GVNS [17] and MACH [18]. The RMSE metric for a certain
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 1. RMSE distribution for Top-5 MA group and MA-34 among the
instance set.
TABLE 3. O-RMSE ranking for the Top-5 MA versions, MA-34 MACH and
GVNS.

test instance t is defined as:
v

u R 
u P Cbsr (t)−Cbs∗ (t) 2
u
Cbs∗ (t)
t r=1
RMSE(t) = 100%
,
R

(7)

where Cbsr (t) is the best solution quality achieved by the
algorithm at execution r, R is the total number of executions,
and Cbs∗ (t) is the best-know quality solution for instance t,
achieved either by GVNS, MACH, or by any of our MA versions. An RMSE equal to 0% means the algorithm achieved
the best-known solution quality in all the R executions, and
therefore it is the preferred value.
For comparing the algorithm performance among the
complete instance set T , the overall root mean square
error (O-RMSE) is computed as the average RMSE value for
|T | = 40 instances in the testing set.
1 X
RMSE(t) .
(8)
O-RMSE =
|T |
t∈T

The five MA configurations presenting the best performance in terms of solution quality are those with the lower
O-RSME rates. This group is hereafter referred as Top-5 MA.
Their distribution of RMSE values among instances is presented in Fig. 1. Table 3 describes the operator configuration
of algorithms in the Top-5 MA, their achieved O-RMSE
VOLUME 7, 2019

rate, average execution time, and average time to reach the
best solution found. It also includes the reference methods
from the literature, (GVNS and MACH), as well as MA-342
which was the best MA resulting from our preliminary work
reported in [15]. The stop criterion for GVNS was a maximum running time of 900s. As reference, there are 21 out
of 96 MA versions leading to better O-RMSE values than
MACH, and 56 of them with better O-RMSE values than
GVNS.
The presence of some operators among the Top-5 MA is
consistent with the achievement of high quality solutions.
Algorithms in the Top-5 MA differ from one another at
most in three operators: mutation scheme, survival strategy,
and evaluation scheme; while binary tournament and cyclic
crossover remain present, clearly showing dominance over
their competitors.
Selection by binary tournament ensures that the relatively
fitter individuals are chosen for crossover, without imposing
an excessive selection pressure, since one individual only
needs to be fitter -or at least as fit- as some other to be chosen.
While this may help to prevent offspring from quickly losing
diversity, recombination by cyclic crossover prevents implicit
mutations, ensuring that the offspring is not so different
from their parents. The results suggest that for this particular
problem, being able to select relatively fit individuals, and
then inherit their genes in the absolute positions, is important
and useful to produce building blocks of higher order and
therefore have a fit and diverse offspring.
The only algorithm in the Top-5 MA implementing survival strategy SS2 (µ + λ) has also the wider O-RMSE
leap with respect to the rest of the group. Lets also point
out that MA-43 differs from the configuration with the best
O-RMSE value (MA-19) only in the selection scheme, so the
impact of the change is relevant. MA-43 is the fastest algorithm in the group, performing 4.0E+08 evaluations in only
85.555 seconds, while the other algorithms in the Top-5 MA
group took more than twice this amount of time. Although,
MA-43 stops improving after 28.749 seconds on average,
and the best solutions it reported have worst quality than
their pairs. This means that MA-43 was faster because it was
not performing updates of the best-found solution, and the
local search (having not found any improving solution for the
best individual in the population) stopped at its first iteration.
MA-43 got trapped in a locally optimal solution, and since
that solution was prevented from leaving the population by
the (µ + λ) survival strategy, it continued propagating its
genes to the next generations. The fitter the new individuals
became, the closer they were to the locally optimal solution,
and the more chances they had to remain in the population,
ultimately decreasing diversity.
We identified binary tournament, cyclic crossover, and
(µ, λ) survival strategy as more successful in terms of
2 The identification of MA versions was affected by the addition of new
operators in this work. Thus, the version MA-10 from [15] is now referred
here as MA-34.
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TABLE 4. Statistical analysis for comparing the performance of the Top-5 MA group.

solution quality. However, for the roles of mutation and
evaluation schemes we do not have obvious winners. While
mutation by cyclic insertion and reduced 3-swap seem to be
more competitive than mutation by cumulative swap, it is
still unclear which one of them is the best by considering
only their O-RMSE values. For example, if we focus in
MA-19 and MA-20 we found that they only differ in the
mutation scheme. The O-RMSE value of MA-19, which
is lower than that of MA-20, may lead us to infer that
cyclic insertion mutation (M1) is more suitable than reduced
3-swap (M2). However, that behaviour reverses when observing the results for MA-68 and MA-67 where the configuration
implementing mutation M2 has a better O-RMSE value than
the one reached with mutation M1.
In previous results from our preliminary work [15] it
was observed that the algorithms incorporating order-based
crossover and cyclic insertion mutation were consistently
better than those incorporating cyclic crossover and reduced
3-swap mutation. However, the enlarged operator set that
produces new MA versions and the instance set, which
includes graphs of higher order and size, allow us to obtain
40264

new results that extend our previous knowledge on how the
operators interact. This is specially remarkable for the survival strategy. For example, the best MA from our preliminary work, here named as MA-34 (S2_C2_M1_SS2_V1)
ranked 6th, while MA-10 (S2_C2_M1_SS1_V1), varying
only in survival strategy, ranked 87th. It is clear that no
single operator is responsible for the success of the algorithm, but it is the interaction among them which truly
determines it.
To further analyze the versions among the Top-5 MA,
a statistical significance analysis was performed. Normality of data distributions was evaluated by the Shapiro-Wilk
test. Bartlett’s test was implemented to determine whether
the variances of the normally distributed data were homogeneous or not. We applied ANOVA test in the case variance homogeneity was present and Welch’s t parametric tests
on the contrary. Meanwhile, Kruskal-Wallis test was implemented for non-normal data. In all cases the significance level
considered was 0.05.
Table 4 presents the results of pair-wise statistical comparisons of Top-5 MA versions among the instance set.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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First three columns describe the instance set by the order
and size of the graphs being considered. The following ten
columns compare a pair of Top-5 MA configurations, say A
and B, which is denoted as A / B. The cases where version A
presents a significant better performance than version B are
marked in the corresponding cells as +, standing for a victory
of A. Otherwise, if B outperforms A, the cell is marked with
the symbol −, representing a defeat of A. The ? symbol stands
for ties: those cases where there is not statistical significant
difference between A and B performance, i.e., pvalue (A, B) <
0.05; and therefore the comparison cannot be decided in favor
of any of them. The last three rows summarize the total
victories (+), defeats (−) and ties (?) for each pair of versions
in the Top-5 MA group.
In these comparisons MA-43, the only algorithm in the
Top-5 MA implementing µ+λ survival strategy (SS2), scored
only 3 victories against another algorithm, and it was always
defeated in overall victories, reinforcing our inferences from
Table 3. However, we remark that the O-RMSE value of MA43 is still better than the one of MACH. Meanwhile, algorithm
MA-67 can only defeat MA-43 in overall victories and there
are few instances for which it delivers statistical significant
better results than the rest of the group.
It is interesting to observe and compare the behavior of
MA-19, MA-20, and MA-68. These algorithms ranked as
the three with smaller error rates and shorter times. The
O-RMSE values for MA-20 and MA-68 are close to each
other (0.9832 and 1.0991) differing only in 0.1159 and they
vary only in evaluation scheme. When compared, MA-20
and MA-68 present the highest tie rate (25) and MA-20 is
only better by a margin of 3 instances, confirming that the
alternative evaluation scheme can indeed be useful. Moreover, MA-68, an algorithm implementing the alternative
scheme, actually defeats MA-19 (the algorithm with the
lower O-RMSE) in overall victories, and delivers results as
good or even better for 33 out of 40 instances.
When it comes to comparing overall victories, MA-20 is
never defeated by any other algorithm in the Top-5 MA, nor
even MA-19. Focusing in one to one comparisons there are
only 11 instances in which some other algorithm delivers
better results than MA-20 and in general terms the harder
instances cases are in its favor. This analysis allows us to
identify MA-20 as the statically dominant method over the
Top-5 MA, and in conjunction with O-RMSE values, as the
best among all MA configurations tested.

TABLE 5. Parameter settings for the DMAB+MA algorithms.

TABLE 6. Results for the Top-5 MA versions.

Table 6 depicts the updated O-RMSE values that
now include the best solutions reached by DMAB+MA.
This updating is necessary since O-RMSE is a metric relative to best-known results. For this comparison,
DMAB+MA ranked first among all the considered methods. Since DMAB+MA improved the best-known results for
12 instances, the ranking of the MA versions was affected,
MA-43 was displaced from the Top-5 MA by MA-85 and
the algorithm from our preliminary work [15] fell to rank 8.
DMAB+MA reduced the error rate by over 1%, while keeping a very competitive average time to reach its best-found
solutions (see last column in Table 6). Even if its average run
time is 600.013 seconds, this corresponds to the predefined
stop condition (s) of DMAB+MA.

C. COMPARING DMAB+MA RESULTS

The combination of DMAB with MA versions as arms is
referred as DMAB+MA. The experiments with this technique were ran over the same set of instances previously
mentioned. Similarly to the MA version, DMAB parameter
values were set using the irace utility [35] for automatized
parameter tuning. Table 5 shows the values assigned to each
parameter. The extreme value-based reward mechanism was
suppressed by this tuning process, since it set the length of
the reward register to W = 1.
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FIGURE 2. RMSE distribution for GVNS, MACH, the best MA independent
version (MA-20) and DMAB+MA.

Fig. 2 shows RMSE values for GVNS, MACH, MA-20,
and DMAB+MA over the instance set. Not only
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TABLE 7. Statistical analysis for comparing the performance MACH,
the MA-20 y DMAB+MA.

DMAB+MA reached an RMSE median equal to zero, but it
also reduced the overall dispersion of the RMSE values. This
means that, as expected, the DMAB+MA approach offers
more robustness to instance variations. The higher RMSE
value of DMAB+MA (0.681 for instance 662_bus) almost
halves the O-RMSE of MA-20 and most of its remaining
values are under the median of MA-20.
Table 7 provides a comparison of the statistical significance of the results achieved by DMAB+MA, MA-20, and
MACH. For instances of cycle, path, wheel, and k-th power
of cycle topologies the three algorithms are typically tied, all
of them reaching the optimal solutions in almost all cases.
The only three instances where MA-20 is defeated by MACH
become ties when the DMAB paradigm is incorporated. Both
MA-20 and DMAB+MA represent a significant improvement with respect to MACH , specially when dealing with
Harwell-Boeing instances. However, DMAB+MA outstanding results make it the undisputed overall winner, since no
algorithm reached significant better solutions than it in any
of the considered instances. For detailed results over each
instance we refer the reader to Table 8 in Appendix .
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FIGURE 3. Convergence comparison among MA-34, MA-20, and
DMAB+MA for two representative instances [(a) path200 and
(b) cycle200] along 100,000 generations.

V. DMAB DISCUSSION

Although in a general sense the MA versions improved
the results of previous works such as MACH [18] and
GVNS [17], they had problems to reach the known optimal
Cbs value for some instances, particularly those of the path,
cycle, and wheel topologies. It was intuited in [15] that premature convergence was responsible for this behaviour, due
to an excessive selective pressure introduced by the (µ + λ)
survival strategy. The introduction of (µ, λ) to the analyzed
operator set, as well the combination of MA and DMAB
were partially motivated to avoid this issue. Fig. 3 shows the
average convergence of MA-34, MA-20 and DMAB+MA
for instance path200 along 100,000 generations. Compared
with the MA versions, DMAB+MA has the ability to alternate among operators which prevents the loss of diversity in
the population while still keeping the evolution towards fitter
solutions.
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FIGURE 4. Average number of times that arms employing particular operators were played along 50,000 generations. (a) Selection
operators. (b) Crossover operators. (c) Mutation operators. (d) Survival strategies. (e) Evaluation functions.
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TABLE 8. Detailed performance comparison of MACH, MA-34, MA-20, and DMAB+MA.

Fig. 4 plots the average accumulated number of times
that an arm employing a particular operator was selected
and played along 50,000 generations for a representative
Harwell-Boeing instance (dwt_503). An arm is played only
once per generation. The decline in the average accumulated plays indicates that arm statistics were restarted after
the triggering of the PH-test whenever the best arm had
changed. The graphics imply tendencies to play more often
arms employing cyclic crossover (Fig. 4(b)), cumulative
2-swap mutation (Fig. 4(c)), and (µ + λ) survival strategy (Fig. 4(d)), while only a slight tendency for binary
tournament (Fig. 4(a)), and no tendency for the evaluation
function (Fig. 4(e)).
At the begging of the search process the DMAB mechanism is at an exploration phase, making an equal use of all
available arms and showing no preference by any of them.
40268

As the search progresses and reward feedback is collected
the DMAB slides into a phase of exploiting the best performing arms, and operator preferences become more remarkable
towards the triggering of the PH-test. When a restart happens,
all arms are tested, competing directly from the same search
points. This allows the algorithm to choose an arm based not
in reward estimations but in the actual performance. After
the arm statistics are restarted the DMAB enters again in a
exploration phase and the usage of operators becomes again
more balanced. As an hyperheuristic approach, DMAB works
in the domain of algorithms instead of directly over problem
solutions. Its focus on balancing exploitation of good arms
and exploration of underused arms, translated to the actual
search space, results in providing good search directions,
recognizing stagnation in local optimums and being able to
escape from them.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we contrasted the effectiveness of several MA
configurations characterized by different sets of operators and
an adaptive approach to online self alternation of operators.
We studied the behavior of 96 versions of a MA, both
independently and when they are integrated into the DMAB
paradigm. Results among the best five MA independent
versions showed selection by binary tournament, cyclic
crossover, and survival strategy (µ, λ) as more suitable operators for the CBSP with respect to their competitors, while
mutation by cyclic insertion and reduced 3-swap were competitive with each other. It was also found that there are
cases where the alternative evaluation scheme reported by
Rodriguez-Tello et al. [19] can provide better guidance for
the search process.
MA-20 was identified as the best stand-alone MA version, providing consistently and significantly better solutions
for the general case of the CBSP than any other method
previously reported. However, MA-20 results were further
improved by the adaptive method DMAB+MA presenting
more reduced error rates and a competitive amount of time
needed to reach the best-know solutions.
Although the full factorial experimental design employed
when comparing MA versions was informative, it demands
high amounts of both time and computing power. If the
operator set were to be extended it will be necessary to
study how that new operator interactions will impact the
performance. And as it was discussed in the previous section,
the success of the MA versions depends not only on the
combination of operators, but also on the instance topologies analyzed. While MA-20 results are outstanding against
previously reported methods (including MA-34), there is no
guarantee that it will be good enough for other new type of
instances. The DMAB+MA approach proposed here is an
alternative to address those issues. While the independent MA
versions are limited to a fixed set of operators and potentially
overspecialized for some instance topologies, DMAB+MA
has all the operators available and the capacity to adapt in
function of their success. Even if being able to exploit all
of them comes at the expense of increasing computational
demands and execution time, the results speak by themselves proving that DMAB+MA is a competitive approach
that provides optimal/best-known solutions for all tested
instances and to establish new better upper bounds for 12 of
them.
These very promising results on the CBSP might encourage further work on the implementation of our DMAB+MA
approach for efficiently solving other related graph embedding problems. It would also be worth investigating alternative implementations of the essential components of the
DMAB paradigm, including: 1) Schemes to compute the
value of the arms’ reward [28]–[30], 2) Strategies for
confidence estimation (other than UCB1) and regret-based
feedback [32], and even 3) Arm encodings for managing
heterogeneous low level heuristics for implementing a hyperheuristic framework based on the DMAB paradigm [27].
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED RESULTS

Table 8 presents detailed results of MACH, MA-20, MA-34,
and DMAB+MA. The number of nodes |V |, edges |E|,
density d, and upper-bound (UB) (or optimum value (Opt ∗ ),
when available) are listed for each instance in the set. For each
algorithms we recorded the cost of the best found solution
Best along 31 runs, the average cost Avg of the solutions, and
its standard deviation Std, as well as the average execution
time T .
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